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Abstract
We first construct an NI ring but not 2-primal from given any 2-primal ring, in a simpler way than
well-known examples. We study the structure of NI rings relating to strongly prime ideals and show that
minimal strongly prime ideals can be lifted in NI rings. A ring is called (respectively weakly) pm if every
(respectively strongly) prime ideal is contained in a unique maximal ideal in it. For a 2-primal ring R Sun
proved that R is pm if and only if Max(R) is a retract of Spec(R) if and only if Spec(R) is normal. In the
present note we prove for an NI ring R that R is weakly pm if and only if Max(R) is a retract of SSpec(R) if
and only if SSpec(R) is normal, where SSpec(R) is the space of strongly prime ideals of R. We also prove
that R is weakly pm if and only if R is pm when R is a symmetric ring. We lastly consider several kinds of
extensions of NI rings.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Throughout every ring is associative with identity unless otherwise stated. Given a ring R we
use the following notations: N∗(R) is the prime radical of R and N∗(R) is the nilradical (i.e., the
sum of all nil ideals) of R; N(R) is the set of all nilpotent elements in R. Note N∗(R) ⊆ N∗(R) ⊆
N(R). According to Kim et al. [11], a ring is called nil-semisimple if it has no nonzero nil ideals.
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can be seen by Example 1.2 and Proposition 1.3. Due to Rowen [18, Definition 2.6.5], an ideal P
of a ring R is called strongly prime if P is prime and R/P is nil-semisimple. Maximal ideals and
completely prime ideals are clearly strongly prime. Nil-semisimple rings need not be prime as
can be seen by direct products of reduced rings; and prime rings also need not be nil-semisimple
as can be seen by Example 1.2 and Proposition 1.3.
Rowen [18, Definition 2.6.5] used “strongly prime” in 1991 for nil-semisimple prime rings;
but Handelman and Lawrence [7] used “strongly prime,” in 1975, for rings in which every
nonzero ideal contains a finite set whose right annihilator is zero. Thus we here take prime nil-
semisimple to avoid confusion.
Note that any strongly prime ideal contains a minimal strongly prime ideal. N∗(R)
of a ring R is the unique maximal nil ideal of R by [18, Proposition 2.6.2], and with
the help of [18, Proposition 2.6.7] we have N∗(R) = {a ∈ R | RaR is a nil ideal of R} =⋂{P | P is a strongly prime ideal of R} =⋂{P | P is a minimal strongly prime ideal of R}.
A ring is called reduced if it has no nonzero nilpotent elements. Due to Marks [16], a ring R
is called NI if N∗(R) = N(R). Note that R is NI if and only if N(R) forms an ideal if and only
if R/N∗(R) is reduced. A ring R is called 2-primal if N∗(R) = N(R), according to Birkenmeier
et al. [1]. For the concept of 2-primal, Sun [21] used the term weakly symmetric. It is obvious
that R is 2-primal if and only if R/N∗(R) is reduced. 2-primal rings are almost completely
characterized by Marks [17]. Note that a ring R is reduced if and only if R is nil-semisimple and
NI if and only if R is semiprime and 2-primal. It is obvious that 2-primal rings are NI, but the
converse need not hold by Birkenmeier et al. [2, Example 3.3] or Marks [16, Example 2.2].
In the following we introduce a simple way to construct an NI ring, but not 2-primal, from
any given 2-primal ring.
Proposition 1.1. The direct limit of a direct system of NI rings is also NI.
Proof. Let R be a direct system of NI rings Ri . It is clear that the two closure properties on
N(R) hold because they occur in some Ri . 
Example 1.2. Let S be a 2-primal ring, n be a positive integer and Rn be the 2n by 2n upper
triangular matrix ring over S. Each Rn is a 2-primal (hence NI) ring by [1, Proposition 2.5].





, then Rn can be considered as a subring of Rn+1
via σ (i.e., A = σ(A) for A ∈ Rn). Notice that D = {Rn,σnm}, with σnm = σm−n whenever
nm, is a direct system over I = {1,2, . . .}. Set R = lim−→Rn be the direct limit of D. Then R is
an NI ring by Proposition 1.1. We will show that R is not 2-primal. First note R =⋃∞n=1 Rn, via
σ :Rn ↪→ Rn+1. Let 0 = A = (ast ) ∈ Rn such that the diagonal of A is zero and every nonzero
entry of A is 1. Set i be smallest such that the ith row of A contains a nonzero entry, and j be
smallest such that aij = 0 in the ith row. Note that i < j and (i+2k, j +2k)-entry of A in Rk+1 is
also 1 for k = n,n+ 1, n+ 2, . . . . Use euv to denote the square matrix in which (u, v)-entry is 1
and zero elsewhere. Let A0 = A and A1 = A0B0A0 ∈ A0RA0, where A0 is considered in Rn+1
and B0 = ej (i+2n) ∈ Rn+1. Say A1 = (bst ). Then i is smallest such that the ith row of A1 contains
a nonzero entry and j + 2n is smallest such that bi(j+2n) = 0, actually bi(j+2n) = 1, in the ith
row; hence (i+2n+1, j +2n +2n+1)-entry of A1 in Rn+2 is also 1. Let A2 = A1B1A1 ∈ A1RA1,
where B1 = e(j+2n)(i+2n+1) ∈ Rn+2. Say A2 = (cst ). Then i is smallest such that the ith row of A2
contains a nonzero entry and j + 2n + 2n+1 is smallest such that bi(j+2n+2n+1) = 0, actually
bi(j+2n+2n+1) = 1, in the ith row; hence (i + 2n+2, j + 2n + 2n+1 + 2n+2)-entry of A2 in Rn+3 is
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of Ak is also 1 for any k; hence we can obtain inductively a sequence (Ak)∞k=0 each term of
which is nonzero with Ak+1 ∈ AkRAk . Thus A is not strongly nilpotent, entailing A /∈ N∗(R);
but A ∈ N(R) obviously and then R is not 2-primal.
Let S be an NI ring in Example 1.2, then every Rn is NI by Proposition 4.1(1) below and so
the direct limit R is an NI ring by Proposition 1.1. In Example 1.2 each Rn is 2-primal and thus
R is the direct limit of a direct system of 2-primal rings, but R is not 2-primal; consequently we
can say that direct limits of direct systems of 2-primal rings need not be 2-primal.
It is obvious that nil-semisimple rings are semiprime, but the converse need not be true by the
following.
Proposition 1.3. Let Rn and R be the rings as in Example 1.2. If S is a domain then R is a prime
ring.
Proof. Let 0 = A = (acd) ∈ Rn and 0 = B = (bfg) ∈ Rm. We can put n = m via σ . Set i be
smallest such that the ith row of A contains a nonzero entry, and j be smallest such that aij = 0
in the ith row; and set s be smallest such that the sth row of B contains a nonzero entry, and t be
smallest such that bst = 0 in the sth row. Use euv to denote the square matrix in which (u, v)-entry
is 1 and zero elsewhere. Assume j  s. Then (i, t)-entry of AejsB is aij bst = 0 where ejs ∈ Rn.
Next assume j > s. We can choose a positive integer k > n such that B = σk−n(B) ∈ Rk contains
a nonzero th row with j  . Set w be smallest such that bw = 0 in the th row of B . Then
(i,w)-entry of AejB is aij bw = 0 where ej ∈ Rk . Consequently we have ARB = 0 and thus
R is a prime ring. 
For the prime ring R in Proposition 1.3 we have N∗(R) = N(R) = 0 by the computation in
Example 1.2, and so prime rings need not be nil-semisimple.
In the following we see a condition under which NI rings and 2-primal rings coincide. The
index of nilpotency of a nilpotent element x in a ring R is the least positive integer n such that
xn = 0. The index of nilpotency of a subset I of R is the supremum of the indices of nilpotency
of all nilpotent elements in I . If such a supremum is finite, then I is said to be of bounded index
of nilpotency.
Proposition 1.4. Suppose that a ring R is of bounded index of nilpotency. Then R is NI if and
only if R is 2-primal.
Proof. It suffices to obtain the necessity. Let R be an NI ring and a ∈ N∗(R) = N(R), say
ak = 0 for some positive integer k. Since R/N(R) is reduced, we have (aR)k ⊆ N(R), forcing
aR ⊆ N(R). By hypothesis R is of bounded index of nilpotency, so aR = 0 or aR contains a
nonzero nilpotent ideal of R by Levitzki [8, Lemma 1.1] or Klein [12, Lemma 5]. Thus aR ⊆ P
for each prime ideal P of R and a ∈ N∗(R) follows. 
The ring R in Example 1.2, that is NI but not 2-primal, is not of bounded index of nilpotency.
2. Basic structure of NI rings
In this section we study the structure of NI rings relating to strongly prime ideals. A prime
ideal P of a ring R is called completely prime if R/P is a domain. Shin [19, Proposition 1.11]
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prime. Lambek [13] called a ring R symmetric when rst = 0 implies rts = 0 for all r, s, t ∈ R,
proving that a ring R is symmetric if and only if r1r2 · · · rn = 0, with n any positive integer,
implies rσ(1)rσ (2) · · · rσ(n) = 0 for any permutation σ of the set {1,2, . . . , n} and ri ∈ R [13,
Proposition 1]. By an n-generator ideal (respectively subring) we mean an ideal (respectively
subring) that is generated by n elements.
Lemma 2.1. For a ring R the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) R is NI;
(2) every subring (possibly without identity) of R is NI;
(3) every finitely generated subring (possibly without identity) of R is NI;
(3′) every 2-generator subring (possibly without identity) of R is NI;
(4) every finitely generated ideal of R is NI;
(4′) every 2-generator ideal of R is NI;
(5) every minimal strongly prime ideal of R is completely prime;
(6) R/N∗(R) is a subdirect product of domains;
(7) R/N∗(R) is a reduced ring;
(8) R/N∗(R) is a symmetric ring.
Proof. (1) ⇔ (5) is proved by Hong and Kwak [9, Corollary 13]. (1) ⇒ (2) is proved by Proposi-
tion 2.4(2) below. (2) ⇒ (3) and (2) ⇒ (4) are trivial, and (6) is an immediate consequence of (5)
since N∗(R) is the intersection of all minimal strongly prime ideals of R. If the condition (6)
holds then R/N∗(R) is a reduced ring and so R is NI, obtaining (1). The proof of (4′) ⇒ (1) is
similar to one of (3′) ⇒ (1). (3) ⇒ (3′), (4) ⇒ (4′), (6) ⇒ (7) and (7) ⇒ (1) are obvious.
(3′) ⇒ (1): Assume that every 2-generator subring of R is NI and let a, b ∈ N(R) and r ∈ R.
Consider the subring generated by a and b, say S1. Then S1 is NI by assumption and hence a − b
is contained in N(S1) = N(R) ∩ S1. Next consider the subring generated by a and r , say S2.
Then S2 is NI by assumption and so ra, ar are contained in N(S2) = N(R) ∩ S2. Thus R is an
NI ring.
Reduced rings are symmetric by [13, Section 1(G)], obtaining (7) ⇒ (8). Symmetric rings are
clearly 2-primal (hence NI), and so R/N∗(R) is reduced when R/N∗(R) is symmetric, which
gives (8) ⇒ (7). 
For an NI ring R every minimal strongly prime ideal P of R is completely prime by
Lemma 2.1; in this situation R \ P is a multiplicative monoid of R since R/P is a domain.
In the following we get a more precise connection between minimal strongly prime ideals and
multiplicative monoids.
Lemma 2.2. Let R be a ring and X be a multiplicative monoid in R \ 0. Suppose that P is an
ideal of R maximal with respect to the property P ∩ X = ∅. Then P is a strongly prime ideal
of R.
Proof. First note that P is a prime ideal of R. Assume on the contrary that there is a nonzero nil
ideal N/P in R/P . For x ∈ N \P , we have (RxR+P)∩X = ∅ since P is maximal with respect
to the property P ∩X = ∅, say a+p ∈ X for a ∈ RxR and p ∈ P . Then ak ∈ P and (a+p)k ∈ P
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a contradiction to the property P ∩ X = ∅. Thus P is a strongly prime ideal in R. 
Theorem 2.3.
(1) Let R be an NI ring, P be a proper ideal of R and X = R \P . Then P is a minimal strongly
prime ideal of R if and only if X is a maximal multiplicative monoid in R \ 0.
(2) Let R be an NI ring, X be a multiplicative monoid in R \ 0 and P = R \ X. Then P is
a minimal strongly prime ideal of R if and only if X is a maximal multiplicative monoid
in R \ 0.
(3) Let R be an NI ring and S be a subring of R. Then every minimal strongly prime ideal of S
can be lifted to a minimal strongly prime ideal of R.
Proof. (1) Suppose that P is a minimal strongly prime ideal of R. Then R/P is a domain by
Lemma 2.1 since R is NI. Thus X is a multiplicative monoid in R \ 0. Letting Y ⊆ R \ 0 be a
multiplicative monoid containing X, we obtain X = Y with the help of Lemma 2.2. Conversely
suppose that X is a maximal multiplicative monoid in R \ 0. Then P is a minimal strongly prime
ideal of R with the help of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.
(2) First suppose that X is a maximal multiplicative monoid in R \ 0. Let Q be an ideal
of R maximal with respect to the property Q ∩ X = ∅, then Q is a strongly prime ideal of R
by Lemma 2.2. Next let Q′ be a minimal strongly prime ideal in R with Q′ ⊆ Q. Consider
Y = R \Q′, then X ⊆ Y . By (1), Y = R \Q′ is a maximal multiplicative monoid in R \ 0, hence
Y = X by the choice of X. The converse is proved in (1).
(3) First notice that S is NI by Proposition 2.4(2) below since R is NI. Let Q be a minimal
strongly prime ideal in S and set Y = S \Q. Then Y is a maximal multiplicative monoid in S \ 0
by (1). Next let X be a maximal multiplicative monoid in R \0 with Y ⊆ X. Then P = R \X is a
minimal strongly prime ideal of R by (2) such that P ∩S ⊆ Q. We claim Q∩X = ∅. Otherwise,
by the maximality of Y , the submonoid of S generated by Y and an element of Q ∩ X would
contain 0, giving the contradiction 0 ∈ X. Thus we have P ∩ S = Q. 
Remark.
(1) Let R be a ring and P be an ideal of R. If X = R \ P is a multiplicative monoid in R \ 0
then P is a strongly prime ideal of R by Lemma 2.2.
(2) In Theorem 2.3(1) the condition of R being NI is not superfluous as can be seen by any
simple ring that is not a domain. 0 is the unique minimal strongly prime ideal of R but R \ 0
is not multiplicatively closed, and R is not NI by Lemma 2.1 because R/0 is not a domain.
The following is a similar result to [1, Proposition 2.2] for 2-primal rings. We use ⊕ to express
direct sums.
Proposition 2.4.
(1) Let R be a ring and I be an ideal of R. If R/I and I are both NI then so is R.
(2) The class of NI rings is closed under subrings and direct sums.
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drunakievich lemma. We next refer to the proof of [1, Proposition 2.4]. Let x ∈ N(R), say xk = 0.
Choose a minimal m  k such that Ixm ⊆ N(I). Assume m > 1. Then xm−1Ixm−1 ⊆ N(I)
and so Ixm−1 ⊆ N(I) since I/N(I) is reduced, a contradiction; hence m = 1 and we have
Ix ⊆ N(I) ⊆ N∗(R) ⊆ Q for any minimal strongly prime ideal Q of R. But Q is prime so x ∈ Q
or I ⊆ Q. If x /∈ Q then I ⊆ Q and N(R/I) ⊆ Q/I since R/I is NI, so x + I ∈ N(R/I) ⊆ Q/I
and x ∈ Q, a contradiction. Consequently x ∈ Q and x ∈ N∗(R), proving that R is NI.
(2) Let R be an NI ring and S be a subring of R. Take a, b ∈ N(S) and s ∈ S. Then a − b,
sa, as are contained in S ∩ N(R) = N(S) because R is NI, concluding that S is NI.
Suppose that Ri is an NI ring for each i in a nonempty index set I , and let D be the direct
sum of Ri ’s. Let c = (ci) ∈ N(D) with cm = 0 and ci ∈ Ri . Then cmi = 0 for each i ∈ I and so
ci ∈ N∗(Ri) since each Ri is NI. Notice that N∗(⊕i∈I Ri) =⊕i∈I N∗(Ri) and that there are
only finitely many nonzero ci ’s; hence c ∈ N∗(D) and thus D is NI. 
Remark.
(1) The ideals, subrings and direct sums in Proposition 2.4 are considered as rings possibly
without identity.
(2) As the converse of Proposition 2.4(1) it is natural to ask whether factor rings of NI rings are
NI. But the answer is negative by the following argument. Let R be the ring of quaternions
with integer coefficients. Then R is a domain, so NI. However, for any odd prime integer q ,
the ring R/qR is isomorphic to the 2 by 2 matrix ring over the field Zq of integers modulo q ,
by the argument in [5, Exercise 2A]. Thus R/qR cannot be NI.
From Proposition 2.4(2) one may conjecture that the class of NI rings is closed under direct
products on infinite index sets. However the answer is negative by the following example.
∏
is
used to express direct products.
Example 2.5. We refer to the arguments in [10, Examples 1.6] and the remark on [17, p. 508]. Let
K be a field and define Dn = K{xn}, a free algebra generated by xn, with a relation xn+2n = 0 for
each nonnegative integer n. Then clearly Dn ∼= K[x]/(xn+2), where (xn+2) is the ideal of K[x]




be a subring of the 2-by-2 matrix ring over Dn,




























concluding that R is not NI.
Note. Let {Rα} be a class of NI rings and suppose that there is a positive integer n such that
N∗(Rα)n = 0 for all α. Then every Rα is 2-primal by Proposition 1.4 and ∏Rα is of bounded
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∏
Rα) =∏N(Rα) =∏N∗(Rα) is a nil ideal of∏Rα since N(Rα)n = 0




N∗(Rα)) is reduced. Thus
∏
Rα is an NI ring.
If R is an NI ring then so is eRe for 0 = e2 = e ∈ R by Proposition 2.4. The following is a
kind of converse of this fact.
Corollary 2.6. For a ring R the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) R is NI;
(2) eR and (1 − e)R are both NI for every nonzero central idempotent e of R;
(3) eR and (1 − e)R are both NI for some nonzero central idempotent e of R.
Proof. Note R/eR ∼= (1 − e)R, so R/eR is NI. Then R is NI by Proposition 2.4(1) since R/eR
and eR are both NI. (1) ⇒ (2) comes from Proposition 2.4(2) and (2)⇒(3) is trivial. 
Remark. The proof of (3) ⇒ (1) is also obtained from Proposition 2.4(2) as follows. Notice that
N(R) = N(eR) ⊕ N((1 − e)R). Then (3) ⇒ (1) holds by Proposition 2.4(2) and the fact that
R/N(R) ∼= eR/N(eR) ⊕ (1 − e)R/N((1 − e)R) is reduced by assumption.
For a ring R let Mn(R) be the n by n matrix ring over R and R[x] be the polynomial ring
with an indeterminate x over R. A ring R is called directly finite if ab = 1 implies ba = 1 for
a, b ∈ R. 2-primal rings are directly finite by [1, Proposition 2.10]. We extend this result to NI
rings in the following. It is obvious that Köthe’s conjecture (i.e., the upper nilradical contains
every nil left ideal) holds for NI rings.
Proposition 2.7.
(1) NI rings are directly finite.
(2) Let R be an NI ring. Then N∗(Mn(R)) = Mn(N(R)) and J (R[x]) = N(R)[x] where
J (R[x]) is the Jacobson radical of R[x].
Proof. (1) Let R be an NI ring and assume on the contrary that R is not directly finite. Then R
contains an infinite set of matrix units, say {e11, e12, e13, . . . , e21, e22, e23, . . .}, by [4, Proposi-
tion 5.5]. Since N(R) forms an ideal in R and e12, e21 ∈ N(R), e11 = e12e21 ∈ N(R), a contra-
diction.
(2) Since R is an NI ring, the Köthe’s conjecture holds. Then we obtain the results by
[18, Theorem 2.6.35] because N∗(R) = N(R). 
Remark. Another proof of Proposition 2.7(1) can be done by replacing N∗(R) by N∗(R) in the
proof of [1, Proposition 2.10].
3. Topological conditions for NI rings
Due to Sun [21] a ring is called pm if every prime ideal is contained in a unique maximal ideal
in it. For a 2-primal ring R Sun [21, Theorem 2.3] showed that R is pm if and only if Spec(R)
is a normal space if and only if the maximal ideal spectrum of R is a retract of Spec(R), where
Spec(R) is the prime spectrum of R. We apply the topological methods of Sun [21] and Shin [19]
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place of Spec(R).
Let R be a ring and A be a subset of R. We write SSpec(R) and Max(R) for the space of
all strongly prime ideals of R and the subspace of all maximal ideals of R, respectively. We
denote the lattice of all ideals of R by Idl(R) and write S(A) =⋂A⊆P P with P ∈ SSpec(R).
Let M(R), called the Brown–McCoy radical of R, be the intersection of all maximal ideals of R.
Define OA = {P ∈ SSpec(R) | A  P } and write Oa in case A = {a}. N denotes the set of
positive integers. The proof of the following is well-known.
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a ring and A be a subset of R.
(1) SSpec(R) is a topological space with a base {Oa | a ∈ R}.
(2) OA =⋃a∈A Oa = OS(A).
(3) ⋃i∈I OAi = O∑i∈I Ai where Ai is a subset of R containing 0 for all i ∈ I .(4) OJ ∩ OK = OJK for ideals J,K in R.
(5) OJ ∩ OK = ∅ in SSpec(R) if and only if JK ⊆ N∗(R) for ideals J,K in R.
(6) S(IJ ) = S(I) ∩ S(J ) ⊇ S(I)S(J ) for I, J ∈ Idl(R).
By Lemma 3.1(2), (3) every open set in SSpec(R) can be expressed by OK for some K ∈
Idl(R) and we will use this fact freely.
Lemma 3.2. Let R be a ring.
(1) If F is a closed set and OK is an open set in SSpec(R) satisfying OK ⊇ (F ∩ Max(R)) then
OK ⊇ F .
(2) SSpec(R) is a compact space.
(3) Max(R) is a compact T1-space.
(4) If SSpec(R) is normal then Max(R) is a Hausdorff space.
(5) If N∗(R) = M(R) and Max(R) is a Hausdorff space then SSpec(R) is normal.
Proof. (1) Assume on the contrary that there is P ∈ F with P /∈ OK . Note F = SSpec(R) \ OL
for some L ∈ Idl(R). Then K + L ⊆ P ; hence each maximal ideal M containing P is also
contained in F since L ⊆ M . Now we get M ∈ F ∩ Max(R). So M ∈ OK (i.e., K  M) by
hypothesis, a contradiction.
(2) and (3): That SSpec(R) and Max(R) are compact is well known. If M1,M2 ∈ Max(R)
with M1 = M2, then M1 ∈ OM2 and M2 ∈ OM1 by the maximality of Mi ’s. Clearly M1 /∈ OM1
and M2 /∈ OM2 , so Max(R) is a T1-space.
(4) Let M1,M2 ∈ Max(R) with M1 = M2. By (1) and (2), {M1} and {M2} are closed in both
SSpec(R) and Max(R). If SSpec(R) is normal, then there exist disjoint open sets OI and OJ
in SSpec(R) such that {M1} ⊆ OI and {M2} ⊆ OJ for some ideals I and J of R, respectively.
So M1 ∈ OI ∩ Max(R) and M2 ∈ OJ ∩ Max(R), implying that Max(R) is a Hausdorff space.
(5) We apply the proof of [21, Proposition 1.7]. Let F1 and F2 be two disjoint closed subsets
of SSpec(R). Then F1 ∩ Max(R) and F2 ∩ Max(R) are also disjoint closed subsets of Max(R).
It is well known that every compact Hausdorff space is a T4-space (i.e., normal and T1); hence
Max(R) is normal since Max(R) is Hausdorff by hypothesis and is compact by (2). So there
are open subsets OI and OJ of SSpec(R) such that F1 ∩ Max(R) ⊆ A, F2 ∩ Max(R) ⊆ B and
A ∩ B = ∅, where A = OI ∩ Max(R) and B = OJ ∩ Max(R). Assume N∗(R) = M(R). By
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assumption implies IJ ⊆ N∗(R), and now we invoke Lemma 3.1(5) to conclude OI ∩ OJ = ∅.
By (1) we also have F1 ⊆ OI and F2 ⊆ OJ . 
According to Sun [21], Idl(R) is called normal if for each pair I1, I2 ∈ Idl(R) with I1 +I2 = R
there are J1, J2 ∈ Idl(R) such that I1 + J1 = R = I2 + J2 and J1J2 = 0.
Lemma 3.3. Let R be a ring.
(1) SSpec(R) is normal if and only if for each pair I1, I2 ∈ Idl(R) with I1 + I2 = R there are
J1, J2 ∈ Idl(R) such that I1 + J1 = R = I2 + J2 and S(J1)S(J2) ⊆ N∗(R).
(2) If Idl(R) is normal then so is SSpec(R).
(3) If Max(R) is a retract of SSpec(R) then every strongly prime ideal of R is contained in a
unique maximal ideal of R.
(4) If Idl(R) is normal then R is a pm ring.
Proof. (1) Suppose that I1, I2 ∈ Idl(R) with I1 + I2 = R and let F1 = SSpec(R) \ OI1 , F2 =
SSpec(R) \ OI2 . OI1 ∪ OI2 = OI1+I2 by Lemma 3.1(3) and note OI1+I2 = OR = SSpec(R),
so F1 and F2 are disjoint closed subsets of SSpec(R). If SSpec(R) is normal then there
are disjoint open subsets OJ1 and OJ2 of SSpec(R) such that F1 ⊆ OJ1 and F2 ⊆ OJ2 .
From OI1+J1 = OI1 ∪ OJ1 = SSpec(R) and OI2+J2 = OI2 ∪ OJ2 = SSpec(R), we conclude
I1 + J1 = R = I2 + J2. Since OJ1 and OJ2 are disjoint, J1J2 ⊆ N∗(R) by Lemma 3.1(5)
and so S(J1J2) ⊆ N∗(R). Whence we get S(J1)S(J2) ⊆ N∗(R) by Lemma 3.1(6). Next as-
sume that the necessary condition holds and let F1, F2 be disjoint closed subsets of SSpec(R).
Say F1 = SSpec(R) \ OI1 , F2 = SSpec(R) \ OI2 . Since F1 and F2 are disjoint, OI1 ∪ OI2 =
SSpec(R) = OR . But OI1 ∪ OI2 = OI1+I2 by Lemma 3.1(3), so I1 + I2 = R. By assumption
there are J1, J2 ∈ Idl(R) such that I1 + J1 = R = I2 + J2 and S(J1)S(J2) ⊆ N∗(R). Then
OI1 ∪ OJ1 = SSpec(R) = OI2 ∪ OJ2 by Lemma 3.1(3); hence F1 ⊆ OJ1 and F2 ⊆ OJ2 . By
Lemma 3.1(2), (4) we have OJ1 ∩OJ2 = OS(J1)∩OS(J2) = OS(J1)S(J2); but S(J1)S(J2) ⊆ N∗(R)
and so by Lemma 3.1(5) OJ1 and OJ2 are disjoint.
(2) is an immediate consequence of (1), considering the normality of Idl(R).
(3) We apply [21, Observation 1.4]. Suppose that P ∈ SSpec(R) and M ′ is any maximal ideal
of R containing P . Let μ : SSpec(R) → Max(R) be a continuous retraction and μ(P ) = M .
Note that {M} is closed in Max(R) by Lemma 3.2(3), so μ−1({M}) is closed in SSpec(R).
Since μ−1({M}) contains the closure of {P }, μ−1({M}) also contains M ′. Then we have M ′ =
μ(M ′) = M .
(4) Assume on the contrary that there is P ∈ Spec(R) with P ⊆ M1 ∩ M2 for some distinct
M1,M2 in Max(R). Since Idl(R) is normal and M1 + M2 = R, there are J1, J2 ∈ Idl(R) such
that M1 + J1 = R = M2 + J2 and J1J2 = 0. Clearly J1  M1. But from J1J2 = 0 we have that
J1 ⊆ P or J2 ⊆ P . If J1 ⊆ P then J1 ⊆ M1, a contradiction. The case of J2 ⊆ P induces a similar
contradiction. 
Based on Lemma 3.3(3) and the definition of pm ring, we shall call a ring weakly pm if every
strongly prime ideal is contained in a unique maximal ideal in it.
Lemma 3.4. If a ring R is NI and weakly pm then Max(R) is a compact Hausdorff space.
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tive subset as in the proof of [21, Lemma 2.1]
S = {a1b1 · · ·an−1bn−1anbn | ai /∈ M1, bi /∈ M2, n ∈ N, i = 1,2, . . .}.
Assume 0 /∈ S, then by Lemma 2.2 there is a strongly prime ideal P of R with P ∩ S = ∅; hence
P ⊆ M1 ∩ M2 which is a contradiction because R is pm. So there is a1b1 · · ·anbn = 0 in S with
ai /∈ M1, bi /∈ M2. Note that a1c1a2 · · ·an−1cn−1an /∈ M1 and b1d1b2 · · ·bn−1dn−1bn /∈ M2 for
some ci, di ∈ R, say x1, x2, respectively. Since R is NI, R/N∗(R) is symmetric by Lemma 2.1;
hence a1b1 · · ·anbn = 0 implies x1Rx2 ⊆ N∗(R). Thus for P ∈ SSpec(R) if x1 /∈ P then x2 ∈ P
and vice versa; hence Ox1 and Ox2 are disjoint such that M1 ∈ Ox1 and M2 ∈ Ox2 , proving that
Max(R) is Hausdorff. 
2-primal rings are NI and pm rings are weakly pm, so we have the following from Lemma 3.4.
Corollary 3.5. (See [21, Lemma 2.1]) If R is a 2-primal pm ring then Max(R) is a compact
Hausdorff space.
Proposition 3.6. For a ring R the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) SSpec(R) is normal;
(2) Max(R) is a retract of SSpec(R) and Max(R) is Hausdorff.
Proof. The proof is essentially due to one of [21, Theorem 1.6]. (1) ⇒ (2): Suppose that
SSpec(R) is normal. Then by Lemma 3.2(4) Max(R) is Hausdorff. Without loss of general-
ity we can assume N∗(R) = 0 since SSpec(R) is canonically isomorphic to SSpec(R/N∗(R)).
For each P ∈ SSpec(R) define FP = {I ∈ Idl(R) | I +P = R}. Then FP has the following prop-
erties by the proof of [21, Theorem 1.6]: (i) if I1 + I2 ∈ FP then either I1 ∈ FP or I2 ∈ FP , and
(ii) if I ∈ FP and I ⊆ J then J ∈ FP . Next for each I ∈ Idl(R) define MP =∑I /∈FP I . Then
1 /∈ MP and P ⊆ MP by the property and definition of FP . Assume that MP is not maximal,
say MP  M ⊆ R for some maximal ideal M of R. Then M ∈ FP and so M + P = R which
implies M = M + MP ⊇ M + P = R, a contradiction. Thus MP is maximal and then for each
P ∈ SSpec(R) we can find MP ∈ Max(R), noting that P = MP when P ∈ Max(R). Now we de-
fine a retraction m : SSpec(R) → Max(R) by m(P ) = MP . Then the continuity of m is obtained
by the proof of [21, Theorem 1.6], considering SSpec(R) in place of Spec(R). (2) ⇒ (1) is also
obtained by the proof of [21, Theorem 1.6], considering SSpec(R) in place of Spec(R). 
With these preparations we now have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.7. Let R be a NI ring. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) R is weakly pm;
(2) SSpec(R) is normal;
(3) Max(R) is a retract of SSpec(R).
In this situation Max(R) is Hausdorff.
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Thus Max(R) is Hausdorff by Lemma 3.4 whenever one of three conditions holds.
(1) ⇒ (2): Suppose that R is weakly pm. Then SSpec(R) is normal by Lemma 3.4 and Propo-
sition 3.6 when Max(R) is a retract of SSpec(R). We modify the proof of [21, Theorem 2.2]
to show that Max(R) is a retract of SSpec(R), with the help of Lemma 2.2. Since R is weakly
pm, we can obtain a retraction μ : SSpec(R) → Max(R) by sending each strongly prime ideal
to the unique maximal ideal containing it. So we prove that μ is continuous by showing that
μ−1(F) is closed in SSpec(R) for a closed subset F of Max(R). Let B = ⋃{M | M ∈ F},
F =⋂{M | M ∈F} and I =⋂{P ∈ SSpec(R) | μP ∈F}. We will show that μP ∈F if I ⊆ P
for P ∈ SSpec(R) (then μ−1(F) = SSpec(R) \ OI ).
Let Q ∈ SSpec(R) with Q ⊆ B . Then Q + F ⊆ B clearly, and so there is a maximal ideal
M with Q + F ⊆ M . Thus we have M ∈ F since F is closed and F ⊆ M . Moreover, M is the
unique maximal ideal containing Q because R is weakly pm.
Next let P ∈ SSpec(R) with I ⊆ P . Consider any finite subset {si | si /∈ B, i  n} where
n ∈ N. Let t /∈ P , then t /∈ I and so there is P ′ ∈ SSpec(R) such that t /∈ P ′ and μP ′ ∈ F .





2 · · · tz′n−1snznt /∈ P ′ (clearly s1z1tz′1s2z2tz′2 · · · tz′n−1snznt /∈ I ). Define a multi-
plicative monoid
X = {s1t1s2t2 · · · sntn | si /∈ B, ti /∈ P, i  n, n ∈ N}.
Assume 0 ∈ X and say s1t1s2t2 · · · sntn = 0 for some si /∈ B, ti /∈ P . There exist ci ∈ R for i 
n − 1 such that t = t1c1t2c2 · · · tn−1cn−1tn /∈ P . Then by an argument above there also exist
zi, z
′
j ∈ R for i  n, j  n−1 such that s1z1tz′1s2z2tz′2 · · · tz′n−1snznt /∈ I (hence /∈ N∗(R)). Now





2 · · · tz′n−1snznt ∈ N∗(R) (hence in P ′), a contradiction. Consequently 0 /∈ X and X
is a multiplicative monoid in R\0. Then there exists a strongly prime ideal Q of R by Lemma 2.2,
and Q ⊆ P ∩ B by the construction of X. Now by an argument above Q ⊆ P ⊆ M = μP =
μQ ∈F . 
Theorem 3.7 is a generalization of Sun’s result for 2-primal rings [21, Theorem 2.3] onto NI
rings. The following theorem is an extension of [21, Theorem 2.4].
Theorem 3.8. Let R be a symmetric ring. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) R is weakly pm;
(2) R is pm;
(3) Idl(R) is normal.
Proof. (3) ⇒ (2) is proved by Lemma 3.3(4) and (2) ⇒ (1) is obvious.
(1) ⇒ (3): Let R be weakly pm and M1,M2 ∈ Max(R) with M1 = M2. We apply the proof
of [21, Theorem 2.4]. Assume that ab = 0 for all a /∈ M1 and b /∈ M2. Then we obtain a
multiplicative monoid S = {a1b1a2b2 · · ·anbn | ai /∈ M1, bi /∈ M2, i  n, n ∈ N}. If 0 ∈ S,
say a1b1a2b2 · · ·anbn = 0 for some ai /∈ M1 and bi /∈ M2, then a1Ra2R · · ·RanRb1Rb2R · · ·
Rbn = 0 by [13, Proposition 1] since R is symmetric. But there exist cj , dj ∈ R for j = 1,2, . . . ,
n − 1 such that a1c1a2c2 · · ·an−1cn−1an /∈ M1 and b1d1b2d2 · · ·bn−1dn−1bn /∈ M2; hence
a1c1a2c2 · · ·an−1cn−1anb1d1b2d2 · · ·bn−1dn−1bn = 0, a contradiction. Thus S is a multiplicative
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P ⊆ M1 ∩ M2 by the construction of S, a contradiction to the condition of R being weakly pm.
Thus there are a /∈ M1 and b /∈ M2 such that ab = 0; moreover RaRbR = 0 since R is symmet-
ric. Thus Idl(R) is normal by [21, Theorem 1.3]. 
Theorem 3.8 need not hold for 2-primal (hence NI) rings as can be seen by [21, Example 2.5].
The ring of integers is clearly symmetric but it does not satisfy any condition of Theorem 3.8.
4. Extensions of NI rings
In this section we observe several ring extensions of NI rings, either concluding that they
are also NI or finding necessary conditions under which they can be NI. The following is a
generalization of [1, Proposition 2.5] onto NI rings.
Proposition 4.1.
(1) A ring R is NI if and only if so is the n-by-n upper triangular matrix ring over R, where n is
a positive integer.





. Then E is NI if and only
if R and S are both NI.
Proof. (1) Let U be the n by n upper triangular matrix ring over R. If R is NI then N(U) =
{(aij ) ∈ U | aii ∈ N(R) for i = 1,2, . . . , n} forms an ideal and so U is NI. The converse follows
from Proposition 2.4(2). The proof of (2) is similar to one of (1) with n = 2. 
Let R be an algebra over a commutative ring S. Recall that the Dorroh extension of R by
S is the ring R × S with operations (r1, s1) + (r2, s2) = (r1 + r2, s1 + s2) and (r1, s1)(r2, s2) =
(r1r2 + s1r2 + s2r1, s1s2), where ri ∈ R and si ∈ S.
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that R is an algebra over a commutative ring S and let D be the
Dorroh extension of R by S. Then R is NI if and only if so is D.
Proof. Let R be NI. Then R ∼= R × 0 implies that R × 0 is NI. Since DR×0 ∼= S and S is com-
mutative, D is NI by Proposition 2.4(1). The converse is proved by Proposition 2.4(2), through
R ∼= R × 0. 
Given a ring R the polynomial ring and the (formal) power series ring over R are denoted
by R[X] and RX, respectively, where X is any set of commuting indeterminates over R: if
X = {x} then write R[x] and Rx in place of R[{x}] and R{x}, respectively. Birkenmeier et
al. [1, Proposition 2.6] proved that polynomial rings over 2-primal rings are also 2-primal. So it
is natural to ask whether R[X] is NI when given a ring R is NI. But there exists an NI ring over
which the polynomial ring need not be NI by [20]. We consider some conditions under which the
answer can be affirmative in the following.
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that a ring R is of bounded index of nilpotency. Then R is NI if and
only if so is R[X].
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of nilpotency, then by Proposition 1.4 R is 2-primal and thus R[X] is 2-primal (hence NI) by
modifying the proof of [1, Proposition 2.6]. 
That the power series ring over an NI ring (even a 2-primal ring) need not be an NI ring is
proved explicitly in [10, Example 1.6].
Proposition 4.4. Let R be a ring and suppose that N∗(R) is nilpotent. Then the following con-
ditions are equivalent:
(1) R is NI;
(2) R[X] is NI;
(3) RX is NI.
Proof. It suffices to prove (1) ⇒ (3) by Proposition 2.4(2). Suppose that R is an NI ring. Since
N∗(R) is nilpotent, N∗(R)X is a nilpotent ideal in RX and so N∗(R)X ⊆ N(RX). Since
R is NI, RX
N∗(R)X
∼= RN∗(R)X is a reduced ring by Lemma 2.1 and so N(RX) ⊆ N∗(R)X.
Thus RX is NI. 
Remark. N∗(R) is nilpotent when a ring R satisfies each of the following cases:
(1) If R is a ring with right Krull dimension (in the sense of Gordon and Rentschler [6]) then
N∗(R) is nilpotent by [15];
(2) If a ring R is right Goldie or satisfies ascending chain condition on both right and left anni-
hilators then N∗(R) is nilpotent by [14] and [3, Theorem 1.34], respectively.
(3) Let R be a ring and e2 = e ∈ R. If eN∗(R)e and (1 − e)N∗(R)(1 − e) are nilpotent then
N∗(R) is nilpotent by [18, Lemma 2.7.13].
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